ABSTRACT Web services have attracted much attention from distributed application designers and developers because of their roles in abstraction and interoperability among heterogeneous software systems, and a growing number of distributed software applications have been published as Web services on the Internet. Faced with the increasing numbers of Web services and service users, researchers in the services computing field have attempted to address a challenging issue, i.e., how to quickly find the suitable ones according to user queries. Many previous studies have been reported towards this direction. In this paper, a novel Web service discovery approach based on topic models is presented. The proposed approach mines common topic groups from the service-topic distribution matrix generated by topic modeling, and the extracted common topic groups can then be leveraged to match user queries to relevant Web services, so as to make a better trade-off between the accuracy of service discovery and the number of candidate Web services. Experiment results conducted on two publicly-available data sets demonstrate that, compared with several widely used approaches, the proposed approach can maintain the performance of service discovery at an elevated level by greatly decreasing the number of candidate Web services, thus leading to faster response time.
years, but semantically annotating attributes of Web services using domain ontologies is still a time-consuming task, which brings lots of difficulties in applying these approaches in practice. Therefore, there is an urgent need for an effective Web service discovery approach.
Web service discovery normally refers to retrieving suitable Web services that can meet both functional requirements as well as nonfunctional (also known as quality of service) requirements of users. This paper aims to find Web services relevant to users' functional requirements as quickly as possible. Generally speaking, the functionality of a Web service is embodied in its description document. Therefore, the problem of Web service discovery considered in this paper is formally defined as follows. Suppose that S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } is a set of Web services published in a repository, where s i (i ∈ [1, n] ) is a Web service which can be characterized by its attributes including name, description, operation, input, and output. Given a user query sq, which is described in textual description, how does the system retrieve the most relevant Web services to sq from S as quickly as possible?
An intuitive solution to this problem is to compare and rank the similarity between sq and each Web service s i . Considering the fact that the number of Web services registered in such a large-scale repository is usually very large and might continually increases over time, it will be computationally expensive to compare a user query to each of these Web services. Many efforts have been made towards this issue. For example, several clustering technologies that can cluster similar Web services into various groups have been widely used in Web service discovery [2] , [13] , [26] , [31] , [36] . By organizing Web service descriptions into clusters in advance, service clustering can contribute to improving the efficiency of Web service discovery to a large extent. Topic models such as LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [7] , which have been widely used among these clustering technologies, can be used to extract unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the documents are similar and capture the underlying domain semantics. Since user queries and Web services are usually related to multiple topics and the numbers of Web services relevant to these topics remain very large, the performance of Web service discovery still has much room to improve, though topic models can effectively support Web service discovery.
To this end, this paper presents a new concept Common Topic Group (CTG), which is used to further organize clustered Web services using topic models, to improve the performance of Web service discovery. The basic idea of CTG is that the similarity between two Web services will be higher, if they share more similar distribution probabilities over multiple topics. A CTG denotes the Web services that share the same probability grade under each topic within a specified scope. For example, Fig. 1 shows the distribution of four Web services (s 1 -s 4 ) over five topics (t 1 -t 5 ). According to Fig. 1(a) where the topic distribution probabilities have four grades (0 and g 1 -g 3 ), Web services s 1 and s 3 can be grouped together to form a ctg because they have the same probability grade over topics t 1 , t 3 and t 5 . If the topic distribution probabilities are mapped into two grades, i.e. 0 and 1, s 4 can be merged into the group that consists of s 1 and s 3 (see Fig. 1(b) ).
Based on CTG, all the Web services published in a service repository can be organized firstly according to the common topic groups they share. Given a service query with the topic distribution probability sq = (g 1 , 0, g 3 , 0, g 2 ), s 1 and s 3 will then be retrieved as relevant Web services based on CTG matching, and s 4 will also be regarded as a relevant Web service with a relative lower rank using the ctg that is generated in terms of two grades. In this example, it is unnecessary to further compute the similarity between each remaining Web service and the query. Only if the number of Web services retrieved based on CTG matching is less than the expected number, shall we compute the similarities between the remaining Web services and the query based on the service-topic distribution and topic-word distribution generated by topic models. Therefore, we aim to reduce the search space of candidate Web services using CTG matching as much as possible, so as to improve the response time of Web service discovery.
In short, the main contributions of this research are described as follows.
• A new concept Common Topic Group is presented to organize Web services based on topic models. An algorithm of grouping Web services that share similar distribution probabilities over multiple topics is also presented.
• A Web service discovery approach using CTG matching is proposed. First, the topic distribution of a given user query is estimated based on topic models; second, ctgs related to the topics of the query are ranked; third, Web services relevant to those highly-ranked ctgs are selected and sorted. We conducted experiments on two real-world data sets to evaluate the proposed approach. Experimental results show that the proposed approach can greatly decrease the number of candidate Web services, and can thus reduce the response time of Web service discovery while keeping its accuracy at an elevated level.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. In Section III, we present the problem definition of common topic groups and give an overview of the proposed approach. Section IV presents the algorithms to mine common topic groups in detail. Section V introduces the approach to CTG-based Web service matching and ranking. The experimental results and analysis are given in Section VI. Finally, Section VII summarizes this paper and puts forward our future work.
II. RELATED WORK
This paper is closely related to the field of Web service discovery, which has been a hot topic in the services computing field during the past decade. Many approaches in this field considered both functional and non-functional attributes of Web services. Because our work focuses mainly on Web service discovery based on functional requirements, we only discuss the related work in this direction.
Earlier studies in this area usually exploited the structure of WSDL (Web Service Description Language) documents to perform profile-based service matching and discovery. Due to the limitations of keyword-based service matching such as low recall and low accuracy, many progresses have been made to improve the discovery results. Explicit semantics-based service discovery approaches and machine learning-based service discovery approaches are the two major directions among these efforts.
A. Explicit Semantics-Based Service Discovery
Explicit semantics-based approaches incorporate with Semantic Web technologies to improve the performance of Web service matchmaking. Various user-defined dictionaries, corpora, or ontologies were leveraged to provide semantics for Web service descriptions. For example, Klusch et al. [4] provided a hybrid semantic matchmaker named SAWSDL-MX for Web services described in WSDL, which integrated semantic and structural similarities between Web services in service matchmaking. Similarly, OWLS-MX [10] and WSMO-MX [11] were presented by integrating syntactic concept similarity with logic-based reasoning into the discovery of services represented in OWL-S (Web Ontology Language for Services) and WSMO (Web Service Modeling Ontology), respectively. Roman et al. [34] presented WSMO-Lite, a lightweight ontology of Web service semantics, to semantically annotate RESTful Web services. The experimental results in these works showed that the use of ontologies in Web service discovery could greatly improve the quality of Web service discovery.
The main limitation of these explicit semantics-based approaches is that, due to heavy dependencies on domain ontologies as well as the complexity in the service discovery process, it is very difficult for them to deal with large Web service data sets [12] . Until now, many researchers have investigated approaches to extracting or learning ontologies from existing Web service descriptions automatically. For example, Sabou et al. [28] presented a framework for ontology learning from Web service descriptions, and the framework used two kinds of linguistic knowledge, i.e. Part-of-Speech information and word dependency relations; Lee and Kim [29] attempted to generate ontologies from WADL (Web Application Description Language) by grouping parameter names of Web services into semantic concepts and capturing relations between these concepts; and Segev and Sheng [30] described an ontology bootstrapping process for Web services, which exploited WSDL descriptions and textual descriptions. Despite these efforts have been conducted in this direction, it is still hard to construct appropriate domain ontologies that can provide sufficient semantics (in particular semantic relations and restrictions among domain concepts) for Web services.
B. Machine Learning-Based Service Discovery
Machine learning techniques such as classification and clustering algorithms have been widely applied in Web service discovery. These works can also be viewed as implicit semantics-based approaches. For example, Elgazzar et al. [22] extracted features (including the service name, content, types, messages, and ports) from WSDL documents, and then clustered those Web services that share similar features into various groups; Liu et al. [13] presented an active learning framework, which combined LDA-based topic models with a SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifier, to classify large-scale services; Chen et al. [14] , [21] proposed a Web service clustering approach by combining WSDL documents with service tags through augmented LDA; Zhang et al. [37] utilized a network routing mechanism to facilitate service discovery, where services annotated by OWL-S were organized into a network based on semantic clustering; Aznag et al. [15] extracted topics from Web service descriptions and organized hierarchical clusters to search Web services based on correlated topic models; and Cassar et al. [31] learned latent factors from the corpus of Web service descriptions using Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) and LDA, and then grouped available Web services according to their latent factors.
C. Difference between Our Work and Related Work
Many other efforts have also been made to improve the performance of Web service discovery. For example, Wang et al. [23] , [38] proposed a Web service discovery approach by extracting domain-specific service goals from textual service descriptions to match with users' intentional requests; Bi-partite graphs were also utilized to compute the similarity between semantic Web services [20] in the process of Web service discovery; Chen et al. [35] proposed a framework to construct a global social service network based on complex network theories, as well as an approach to improving the quality of service discovery based on the global social service network; and Pantazoglou and Tsalgatidou [1] proposed a fuzzy-based query evaluation mechanism in the service matchmaking process where several existing similarity metrics were combined and employed.
Inspired by our previous work on context-aware role mining [5] , [23] , in this paper we introduce the concept of common topic group for Web service organization, and propose a new method for service matchmaking using the extracted common topic groups, which aims at decreasing the number of candidate Web services while keeping the high quality of Web service discovery. Generally speaking, our work belongs to the machine learning-based approaches, which extends existing topic models by grouping together all the Web services that share similar distribution probabilities over multiple topics. Several context-aware role mining approaches [5] , [18] , [19] have been proposed in recent years. Compared with these work, this paper improves the mining process based on our previous work [5] , which can reduce the time of mining common topic groups. This paper is a great extension of our previous work done in [39] . More specifically, the Web service matching and ranking part is revised by introducing the structure of inverted indexes of the extracted common topic groups, which can improve the efficiency of CTG matchmaking. A new strategy of ranking common topic groups is also proposed in this paper. Moreover, the evaluation part has been significantly extended with additional experiments on two publiclyavailable data sets.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SOLUTION OVERVIEW
First, the definition of common topic group mining is presented. Second, an overview of the proposed solution to Web service discovery based on the extraction of common topic groups is outlined.
A. Problem Definition
Common topic groups are mined from service-topic distribution matrices, which are the output of topic modeling for Web service descriptions. To extract common topic groups, the probabilities in the matrices should be mapped into different grades in advance.
The preliminary definitions related to common topic groups are introduced firstly.
Definition 1 (Tile):
A tile is a sub-matrix of the servicetopic distribution matrix, where all cells are non-zero and the cells in the same column have the same probability grade. The area of a tile is defined as the number of cells within the tile.
Definition 2 (Common Topic Group):
A common topicgroup (ctg) is a tile that has at least MINS (≥2) rows and MINT (≥2) columns, where the values of MINS and MINT can be set manually. Clearly the area of a ctg is no less than MINS × MINT.
Definition 3 (Common Topic Group Mining): Given a service-topic distribution matrix STM = <S, T , G, STG>, where S is a set of Web services, T is a set of topics, G is a set of probability grades, and STG ⊆ S × T × (G ∪ {0}) is a set of service-topic-grade relations, the common topic group mining problem is to find a state <CTG, SA, TGA> that is consistent with STM, ensuring that for any <CTG', SA', TGA'> which is also consistent with STM, #CTG ≤ #CTG' (CTG and CTG' are two sets of common topic groups), SA, SA' ⊆ S × CTG (SA and SA' are two service-ctg assignment matrices), and TGA, TGA' ⊆ CTG ×T × (G ∪ {0}) (TGA and TGA' are two ctg-topic assignment matrices). Note that a state is consistent with STM, if every Web service in S has the same topic-grade assignment as in STM.
Example: Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 5 } be a set of Web services, T = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 } be a set of topics, G = {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 } be a set of probability grades, and MINS = MINT = 2. The original service-topic distribution matrix M is shown in Fig. 2(a) , where value g * ('' * '' denotes 1, 2, or 3) in cell {i, j} represents the probability grade of Web service s i under topic t j . Fig. 2 (b) displays three tiles extracted from M , as shown in the shaded regions with dashed lines. It is impossible to find a tiling that covers M with less than three tiles; therefore, these three tiles are viewed as three ctgs. Finally, a state <CTG, SA, TGA> can be obtained after CTG mining, where 
B. Overview of Our Approach
As shown in Fig. 3 , the approach of CTG-based Web service discovery consists of three parts: data preprocessing, service clustering and organization, and service matching and ranking.
In the first part, data preprocessing is used to extract meaningful words from Web service description documents as feature words. The extracted feature words are used to construct a vector space, which serves as the input of topic modeling. More details please refer to Section VI.B.
In the second part, we take the following two steps to cluster and organize Web services available in a service repository. In the first step, existing topic modeling technologies are leveraged to discover latent topics from the vector space, and common topic groups are then extracted from the latent topics. This is one of the main contributions of this paper. LDA [7] has been viewed as the most widely used topic model, and many extensions of LDA that focus on dealing with short texts have also been proposed. For instance, the Correlated Topic Model (CTM) [16] extends LDA in modeling relations between topics by replacing the Dirichlet distribution with the logistic normal distribution; the Biterm Topic Model (BTM) [17] , another latest progress in extending LDA for dealing with the short message problem, models the generation of co-occurrence patterns in the whole corpus. Because Web service descriptions after preprocessing are usually short texts, we need to test these three topic models to find the best one for the experimental data sets we used.
To match with the input of CTG mining, the probabilities in the service-topic distribution matrix generated by topic modeling should be mapped into different grades firstly. Intuitively, the basic mapping is to map the distribution probabilities into two grades. That is to say, the probabilities that exceed a certain threshold are viewed as ''1'', otherwise ''0''. In this way, a service-topic distribution matrix is transformed into a binary matrix. Furthermore, to extract more accurate common topic groups at a finer granularity, the values belonging to the ''1'' grade can be further classified into multiple sub-grades, which will generate a multiple-valued matrix. Our CTG mining approach takes the two types of matrices as input, based on which ctgs at different granularities can be obtained. An inverted index is then used to store the extracted ctgs and the topics of Web services, aiming at reducing the user query time. More details of CTG mining are presented in Section IV.
In the third part, when a user query is submitted to a Web service search engine, the query will be preprocessed using the same steps as for service descriptions first. The topic distribution of the query is estimated, and the extracted Fig. 2 
(a).
common topic groups are then leveraged to retrieve relevant Web services for the user query. More details please refer to Section V.
IV. CTG MINING
In this section, we apply the context-aware role mining method proposed in [5] to common topic groups mining, and improve its core algorithm to enhance the efficiency in mining ctgs. In [5] , we adopted the idea of tiling databases [9] in context-aware role mining. Following the principle of context-aware role mining, the CTG mining problem is reduced to the minimum tiling problem, which aims at finding a tiling of which the area equals to the total number of nonzero cells in the matrix and consists of the minimum number of tiles.
Next, we present the details of CTG mining algorithms. The overall procedure of CTGs mining is shown in Algorithm 1. Given an input service-topic matrix M st , Line 1 calls Algorithm 2 to find a minimum tile set. According to the tiles mined from M st , Lines 3-9 output new ctgs, the ctgtopic matrix M ct , and the service-ctg matrix M sc .
To extract tiles from M st , first of all, we group together those Web services that share the same probability grades over each topic by transforming the service-topic matrix M st into a grade-topic matrix M gt (see Line 2 in Algorithm 2). The transformation result of the matrix in Fig. 2(a) is shown in Table I . For each cell in the grade-topic matrix, its coordinate (<grade, topic>) and Web services associated with the cell are recorded. For example, for cell c 11 in Table  I , c 11 .grade = {g 1 }, c 11 .topic = {t 1 }, and c 11 .services = {s 1 , s 3 }. Note that because the number of Web services is usually far larger than that of probability grades, the size of the matrix to be analyzed can be greatly reduced by the matrix transformation.
Recall that, in Subsection III.A, MINS (≥2) and MINT (≥2) denote the minimal numbers of Web services and topics, respectively, which are used to form a ctg. Because it is impossible for a cell in the grade-topic matrix which contains less than MINS Web services to constitute a ctg, only the cells that contain more than MINS Web services (see Line 3 in Algorithm 2) are extracted and stored in array Cell (nc denotes the size of Cell). Next, we merge the elements in Cell to generate tiles.
For each element in Cell, we compare it with its subsequent cells to find qualified tiles (see Lines 5-19 in Algorithm 2). Here a qualified tile represents a candidate ctg, which indicates that it contains at least MINS Web services and MINT topics. We use arrays commonServiceSet and cTileSet to store the intersection of Web services contained in any two cells and the candidate tile set generated from each cell, respectively. Because each Web service has exactly one probability grade under each topic, we don't need to compare the cells with the same topic (see Line 9 in Algorithm 2). For any two cells, only if the size of the intersection between their related Web services exceeds MINS, can they be considered to constitute a tile.
A new tile constituted by any two cells in array Cell should be compared with existing tile set cTileSet to check whether cTileSet will be updated (see Algorithm 3). Then, the tile sets created from each cell will be merged as a whole. In the merged tile set, a few tiles may be duplicated, and some tiles are probably a subset of others. In the final step, we remove the duplicated tiles and the tiles that are the subset of others (see Line 20 in Algorithm 2).
In Algorithm 3, we update a candidate tile set cTileSet by comparing it with a given tile tile. If cTileSet is empty, tile will be directly added into cTileSet. Otherwise, for each tilet in cTileSet, we compare it with tile by considering the following cases. First, if the Web service sets contained in t and tile are identical, t will be updated by adding the cells in tile (see Lines 6-7 in Algorithm 3). Note that the variable equalToTile is used to record whether the Web service set included in tile is identical to that of any tile in cTileset. If so, variableequalToTile is assigned to 1. Second, if the Web service set contained in t is a proper subset of that of tile, t will be updated by adding the cells in tile (see Lines 9-10 in Algorithm 3). Third, contrary to the second case, tile will be updated by adding the cells in t (see Lines 11-12 in Algorithm 3). In the last case, we check whether the size of the set of common Web services between t and tile exceeds MINS. If the size is no less than MINS, i.e., the intersection of t and tile satisfies the minimum requirements of ctg, a new tile will be created and added to cTileSet (see Lines 13-18 in Algorithm 3). Finally, if equalToTile equals to 0, i.e., there is no tile which is identical to tile in cTileset, tile will be added to cTileSet.
As mentioned in Subsection III.B, for each given servicetopic distribution matrix, we can transform it into a binary matrix, where the probabilities are mapped to ''0'' and ''1'', and into a multiple-valued matrix, where the values belonging to the ''1'' grade are classified into multiple sub-grades. Each ctg extracted from a multiple-valued matrix, which has a finer granularity, is covered by the corresponding ctg extracted from a binary matrix. It is worth noting that the abovementioned algorithms are intended to extract common topic groups from both the two types of matrices.
V. WEB SERVICE MATCHING AND RANKING BASED ON CTG
Once a user query is submitted to a service search engine built using our approach, the query will be preprocessed using the steps of data preprocessing mentioned in Subsection III.B. As a result, such a service query sq will be represented as a feature vector. Next, the topic distribution of the query is estimated based on a topic model generated by existing Web service descriptions. By using the Gibbs sampling approach [6] , the distribution probability of sq under topic t i is computed as follows.
where n sq i is the number of words in sq assigned to topic t i , which can be calculated based on the topic-word matrix, T is the number of topics, T j=1 n sq j is the total number of words in sq, and α is the document-topic Dirichlet parameter.
After the topic distribution of a query is generated, we map the topic distribution probabilities into various grades as those of Web services using the method described in Subsection III.B. Based on this mapping, the query can be matched with the extracted ctgs to find the right candidate Web services. Recall that each ctg consists of more than MINT (≥2) pairs of topics and grades (i.e. {< t i , g j >}), and it is associated to at least MINS (≥2) Web services. To improve the query speed of Web services, an inverted index is leveraged to store all the extracted ctgs. That is, the data structure of such an index is created to store a mapping from the content of ctgs to the ctgs. Because the topic distribution of a query is also represented in the form of pairs of topics and grades, the inverted index can be utilized in the CTG matchmaking between the query and existing ctgs. Table II shows an example of the index of a few stored ctgs.
The CTG matchmaking process aims to find the ctgs whose topic distributions are similar to that of a given user query. and a few stored ctgs. Then, we use the examples provided in Table III to introduce the CTG matchmaking process.
According to the topic distribution of the user query, we identify the topics whose distribution grades are not equal to 0. For each of these topics, the corresponding ctgs can be selected from the inverted index, as shown in Table II . In this way, a number of irrelevant ctgs are filtered out, which can improve the efficiency of matchmaking. For example, ctg 1 in Table III will not be considered for query q 1 .
The selected ctgs will then be ranked by comparing their topic distributions with that of the query. We define the following four levels of ranks.
• rl 1 : If the topic distribution of a ctg matches exactly with that of the query, the ctg belongs to rl 1 . For instance, ctg 2 in Table III is an example of this level. Note that here we refer to the multiple-valued distribution grades. Compared with ctg 2 , ctg 3 has the same non-zero topic distribution except for two different distribution grades for t 3 and t 5 . Therefore, ctg 3 can also be viewed as an instance of this level, but it is ranked lower than ctg 2 .
• rl 2 : If the topic distribution of a ctg covers that of the query, the ctg belongs to rl 2 . For instance, ctg 4 in Table III is an example of this level.
• rl 3 : If the topic distribution of a ctg is a subset of that of the query, the ctg belongs to rl 3 . For instance, ctg 5 in Table III is an example of this level.
• rl 4 : If the topic distribution of a ctg intersects with that of the query, the ctg belongs to rl 4 . Note that the ctgs belonging to rl 4 will be ordered by the number of overlapping topics between each of them and the query. For instance, ctg 6 and ctg 7 in Table III are two examples of this level, and ctg 6 has a higher priority than ctg 7 . After these ctgs are ranked, Web services associated to them will be returned in a predefined order based on the above-mentioned four levels of ranks. Note that not all the ordered ctgs should be considered for a specific Top-k service query. If the number of candidate Web services reaches k, the CTG matchmaking process will be completed.
Web services belonging to the first two levels of ranks can match with the query very well and thus are ranked as preferred candidate Web services. It is unnecessary to further compute their similarities with the query. For those Web services selected according to the other two levels of ranks, a classical LDA-based information retrieval approach [ 
where P(w j |t k ) and P(t k |s i ) are obtained from the topic-word distribution matrix and the service-topic distribution matrix, respectively. In this way, candidate Web services are ranked for each query, and the top ranked Web services will be returned to users. The whole process of Web service matching and ranking based on CTG is presented in algorithm 4.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed approach on two open-access data sets published on the Internet. All the algorithms were developed in Java, and our experiments were conducted on a PC with 2 GHz Intel Core T7300 CPU and 4GB RAM, running Windows 7 OS.
A. Data Set Description
Two publicly-available data sets were employed in our experiments. The first data set we used is a WSDL service retrieval test collection: SAWSDL-TC, 5 which consists of 1,080 WSDL Web services belonging to nine domains, as well as 42 queries represented in WSDL documents. A set 5 http://www.semwebcentral.org/projects/sawsdl-tc of graded relevance for each query is preconfigured in the data set, which can be viewed as the benchmark of relevant Web services. Three relevance levels were defined in the dataset: ''1'' denotes that a Web service is potentially relevant to a given query, ''2'' for a relevant relation, and ''3'' for high relevance.
The second data set we utilized is an OWL-S service retrieval test collection: OWLS-TC, 6 which contains 1,083 OWL-S Web services belonging to nine domains, as well as 42 queries represented in OWL-S profile documents. Similarly, these queries are also equipped with the sets of preconfigured relevance levels that have the similar meaning as those of WSDL queries.
B. Data Preprocessing
For each data set, we performed the following steps to preprocess Web service descriptions.
• Tokenization and stop words removal. The NLTK 7 toolkit is leveraged to obtain the original word vectors from Web service descriptions. Function words, e.g. a and the, and WSDL specific words, e.g. request and response, will be removed. The built-in stop word list in NLTK and the inverse document frequency are utilized to remove these types of words.
• Stemming and lemmatization. Each remaining word should be reduced to its root form. Both lemmatization and stemming can achieve this purpose, but they also have their respective advantages and disadvantages. According to our experiments on some selected Web service descriptions, we find that there are slight differences between stemming and lemmatization in dealing with nouns and verbs. For example, the verb ''driven'' is reduced to ''driven'' by using a stemmer, while to ''drive'' in a lemmatizer; the noun ''medias'' is reduced to ''media'' by the stemmer, while to ''medias'' by the lemmatizer. Hence, in the data preprocessing part, we will judge whether a word is a noun or a verb using WordNet, 8 and then utilize the Stemmer and the Lemmatizer in WordNet to deal with nouns and verbs, respectively.
Referring to the WSDL documents, we extracted some typical feature words that describe Web services, such as service name, port type, message, documentation, andoperation. Note that the types element defined in WSDL, which consists of data type definitions that are relevant for exchanged messages, is also an important element to provide semantics of Web services. However, in the Web services of SAWSDL-TC, the definitions oftypes are usually much longer than those of other elements and many Web services share the same types definitions, which makes it difficult to differentiate among these Web services using topic models. Referring to the OWL-S documents, we extracted the elements labeled with tags including profile:serviceName, profile:hasInput, profile:hasOutput, and profile: textDescription. Since most of OWL-S Web services in OWLS-TC contain only an atomic process, the elements marked with the profile: has_process tag were not extracted in our experiments.
C. Selection of Topic Models 1) Basic Topic Models
Considering that our proposed CTG-based Web service discovery approach heavily depends on topic models (see Section III.B), we evaluated the performance of three Web service discovery approaches based on typical topic models, including LDA [7] , CTM [16] , and BTM [17] , to test which one could serve as the basis of our approach towards the two data sets. Note that the procedure of Web service discovery based on these topic models is similar to our proposed approach in Section V except that the CTG matchmaking process is not involved in the process. That is to say, these approaches use Equations (2) and (3) to rank all the candidate Web services for a given service query.
2) Evaluation Metrics
We used the following metrics to evaluate the performance of Web service discovery based on these topic models.
Precision at k: Precision at k is one of the most intuitive metrics for evaluating the performance of search engines. For each user query in the test set, this metric represents the fraction of the first k retrieved Web services that also appear in the set of relevant Web services of the query. Note that each query has three types of relevant Web services. Here, all the three kinds of relevant Web services are considered in our evaluation. Because the number (nr) of relevant Web services associated to several queries is less than k, we replaced k with nr in calculating the values of this metric under these cases.
NDCG at k: The quality of Web service discovery is also sensitive to the positions of the top k retrieved Web services, and highly-relevant Web services are clearly expected to appear earlier in an ordered list of retrieved Web services. We used normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), a widely used evaluation metric in Web search, to measure the ranking quality of retrieved Web services.
where DCG k , the discounted cumulative gain (DCG) of the top k retrieved Web services, is calculated using Equation (5) [32] , and IDCG k , the ideal DCG at k, is the maximum possible DCG till position k by sorting retrieved Web services in terms of relevance.
where rel i is the graded relevance of the Web service at position i in an ordered list of retrieved Web services.
3) Determining the Number of Topics
The number of topics is an important factor to influence the quality of Web service clustering. Several approaches [7] , [27] have been proposed to choose the number of topics that can result in better generalization performance. According to the definition of the perplexity of a held-out test set defined in [7] , in this paper we adopt the perplexity to select the optimal topic number. The lower the perplexity becomes, the better the generalization performance will be. For a test set of M Web services, its perplexity is defined as below.
where N i is the total number of word tokens contained in Web service s i and P(w j |s i ) can be calculated using Equation (3) . Given a data set, the optimal number of topics for LDA, CTM and BTM might be different, and the best generalization performance does not necessarily lead to the best performance of Web service discovery. To compare these topic models comprehensively, in this paper we estimated the optimal interval number of topics for the three topic models. As shown in Fig. 4 , for the SAWSDL-TC data set, LDA can achieve the ideal generalization performance when VOLUME 5, 2017 the number of topics ranges between 120 and 190, CTM can achieve the ideal generalization performance when the number of topics ranges in values from 110 to 190, and BTM can achieve the ideal generalization performance when the number of topics is around 190. The interval numbers of topics used for comparisons are therefore set to [110, 130] and [180, 200] .
Similarly, Fig. 5 shows the results of perplexity for the three topic models on the OWLS-TC data set. LDA, CTM, 
4) Results
Generally speaking, users are usually interested in the top-ranked candidate Web services. Therefore, up to 20 top-ranked Web services among all the retrieved results were taken into account in our evaluation. Tables IV and  V show the results of Precision at k and NDCG at k using LDA, CTM, and BTM on the data sets SAWSDL-TC and OWLS-TC, respectively. The value of each cell in the two tables means the average value of the corresponding measure over all the 42 queries.
As shown in Table IV , these three approaches can get similar Precision and NDCG results on the SAWSDL-TC data set. In most cases, the Precision values are around 80%, and the NDCG values are around 60%. Overall, LDA performs better than BTM and CTM. Considering both aspects of Precision and NDCG, LDA can achieve the best results when the number of topics is equal to 120.
As for the OWLS-TC data set, according to Table V , the results of LDA and BTM are close, while the results of CTM are lower than those of these two methods. In most cases, the Precision values of LDA and BTM are also around 80%, and the NDCG values are around 60% as well. Considering both aspects of Precision and NDCG, BTM can achieve the best results when the number of topics is equal to 180.
Note that because the number of some queries' relevant Web services is often less than 20, most of the Precision values are slightly decreased with the increase of k. Due to the same reason as Precision and the fact that there are only three kinds of graded relevance, the NDCG values are slightly increased with the increase of k.
D. Evaluation of CTG-Based Web Service Discovery 1) Competing Approaches
In Subsection VI.C, the results of our experiment show that LDA and BTM achieve better results on the data sets SAWSDL-TC and OWLS-TC, respectively. The respective results of these two topic models are thereby used as the input of our CTG mining approach for the two data sets, respectively. More specifically, for SAWSDL-TC, CTG mining takes as input the service-topic distribution matrix generated by LDA when the number of topics is set to 120; for OWLS-TC, CTG mining takes as input the service-topic distribution matrix generated by BTM when the number of topics is set to 180.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach called CTG based Web service discovery (CTG for short), we compared CTG with topic model based Web service discovery approaches (e.g. LDA and BTM) as well as two well-known Web service discovery approaches, namely SAWSDL-MX [4] and OWLS-MX [10] . That is to say, for SAWSDL-TC, we compared CTG with LDA and SAWSDL-MX; for OWLS-TC, we compared CTG with BTM and OWLS-MX.
2) Evaluation Metrics
Here we still use the metrics Precision and NDCG to evaluate the performance of CTG and other Web service discovery technologies under discussion. Our approach (CTG) differs from those topic model based Web service discovery approaches in that ours can reduce the search space greatly by using CTG matching. In this paper, LDA and BTM compute the similarity between a query and each Web service in the candidate Web service set, while CTG ranks only those Web services selected by CTG matchmaking, which belong to a subset of what LDA (or BTM) ranks. Therefore, the Precision and NDCG values of CTG are not likely to be better than those of LDA (or BTM).
It is noteworthy that CTG aims to minimize the number of candidate Web services while keeping the Precision and NDCG of Web service discovery at an elevated level. We then evaluated the differences in Precision and NDCG between CTG and LDA (or BTM), as well as the decreased ratio of candidate Web services using CTG, also known as compression rate. Compression rate indicates the proportion of candidate Web services obtained based on CTG matchmaking to all the candidate Web services.
where S CTG denotes those Web services selected using CTG matchmaking and S denotes all the Web services available in a service repository. Moreover, we compared CTG with other topic model based Web service discovery methods with respect to query response time. Furthermore, Table VI shows a comparison between CTG  and LDA on SAWSDL-TC, and Table VII shows a comparison between CTG and BTM on OWLS-TC. We compared them by using the precision ratio of the Precision value of CTG to that of LDA or BTM, the NDCG ratio of the NDCG value of CTG to that of LDA or BTM, as well as the compression rate over all the queries provided in the data sets. According to Tables VI and VII, the Precision and NDCG values of our approach are close to those of LDA or BTM. In addition, the average compression rates for the two data sets are 8.32% and 15.28%, respectively, which suggests that 91.68% of WSDL services and 84.72% of OWL-S services are filtered out from the candidate Web service set using our approach, while the most relevant ones related to the queries are retained for ranking. GermanWeatherProcessService, GRWService, GEWeatherSystemService, and GEIZWeatherService, while the corresponding Web services returned by CTG are GermanWeatherProcessService, GRWService, GEWeatherSystemService, GEIZWeatherService, and GRWeatherProcessService. All of these retrieved Web services are relevant to the query, but GRWService and GRWeatherProcessService are highly relevant to it. Clearly, for the top five Web services related to the query, CTG returns two highly-relevant Web services while BTM returns only one service.
The above analysis is based on the average results over the 42 queries of the two data sets. To make a detailed comparison of distributions of performance results between CTG and other competing approaches, Figs. 8 and 9 depict the standardized box plots of Precision and NDCG of these different approaches for SAWSDL-TC and OWLS-TC, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , both the median Precision values of CTG and LDA are equal to 1 when k = 5, which suggests that CTG can return accurate results (especially the top-ranked Web services) for most of the 42 queries. This finding is supported by the evidence that the median NDCG values of CTG are also close to those of LDA under different settings of k (see Fig. 8(b) ). Similarly, it can be seen from Fig. 9 that both the median Precision values of CTG and BTM are also equal to 1 when k = 5 and k = 10. Moreover, the median NDCG values of CTG are slightly greater than those of BTM, though both of the two methods perform worse than OWLS-MX. From the perspectives of the mean value and distribution of values, CTG, compared with the four competing approaches, can obtain the performance of Web service discovery at an elevated level.
Table VIII(a) shows the average response time of CTG, LDA, and SAWSDL-MX on the queries in SAWSDL-TC, while Table VIII(b) shows the average response time of CTG, BTM, and OWLS-MX on the queries in OWLS-TC. It is clear that the response time of CTG is faster than the other four methods. In particular, compared with LDA and BTM, the query response time of CTG on SAWSDL-TC and OWLS-TC is, on average, decreased by about 48.81% and 29.19%, respectively, which is caused by a major reduction in the number of candidate Web services based on CTG matching (see the compression rates in Tables VI and VII) .
E. Further Discussion on CTG Mining
Many widely-used clustering approaches (e.g. formal concept analysis (FCA) and agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC)) can also be utilized to cluster and organize Web services according to the topic distributions of their descriptions. We further conducted experiments to compare the computing time of the proposed approach with those of AHC and FCA. As for the experiment on SAWSDL-TC, we used two service-topic distribution matrices whose sizes are 1080 * 120 * 2 and 1080 * 120 * 4, respectively. Similarly, in the experiment on OWLS-TC, we used two servicetopic distribution matrices, with the sizes of 1083 * 180 * 2 and 1083 * 180 * 4, respectively. According to Fig. 10 , the time spent on mining ctgs by our approach is less than the computing time of both FCA and AHC. Note that the computing time of our approach decreases when the scale of the probability grades is increased from 2 to 4, because the number of tiles will decrease with the increase of the number of grades. Moreover, compared with FCA and AHC, our approach is more flexible in defining the area of a target common topic group.
We further evaluated the effect of the change in the area of a ctg on computing time. The default area of a ctg in our approach is 4 (2 * 2), which means that at least two Web services and at least two topics constitute a ctg. In the contrast experiment, the minimum areas of a ctg were set to 8 (2 * 4, i.e., 2 Web services and 4 topics) and 16 (4 * 4, i.e., 4 Web services and 4 topics), respectively. As shown in Fig. 11 , the computing time of our approach is dramatically reduced with the increase of the area of a ctg, because the number of common topic groups is greatly decreased. This suggests that our method is indeed suitable for those large-scale data sets.
F. Threats to Validity
Although the experiments provided us with competing results, several internal and external threats to the validity of our work should be taken into account. The internal validity concerns the bias and repeatability of experimental results. As noted in the explanation file of OWLS-TC, there is still no standard test collection for Web service retrieval. The test queries as well as the associated relevance sets in the two data sets (i.e. OWLS-TC and SAWSDL-TC) we used are manually defined, which may result in a bias to a certain extent. But it is worth noting that the two data sets used in the experiments are open access, which can contribute to the repeatability of our experiment results.
The external validity involves the generalizability of experimental results. Web service discovery is closely related to the formats of Web service descriptions. Currently, typical service description languages include WSDL, OWL-S, WADL, textual description, and so on. The experiments were conducted on Web services described in WSDL and OWL-S, since they are the only two service description languages that have publicly-available test collections for Web service retrieval. An in-depth evaluation on more data sets of other service description languages is still needed to obtain more reliable and repeatable results.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Besides an approach to Web service discovery based on common topic groups, this paper presents a few algorithms to mine common topic groups from the generated servicetopic distribution matrix using topic modeling. The purpose of extracting common topic groups is to minimize the number of candidate Web services during the process of Web service discovery. The experiments conducted on two publiclyavailable data sets demonstrate that, compared with the Web service discovery approaches that rank all the candidate Web services according to topic models, our approach can significantly decrease the number of candidate Web services while maintaining high accuracy of Web service discovery. Thus, Web service search engines designed based on our approach will provide end users a better user experience on response time.
In the future, we plan to extend our approach in the following directions. First, we are going to leverage more domain knowledge during the process of CTG mining. For example, the domain knowledge mentioned in [24] including a mustlink, which denotes that two words should belong to the same topic, and a cannot-link, which denotes that two words should not belong to the same topic, will be utilized. Second, further decreasing the computing time of CTG mining is another research direction. Third, we will try to model user preferences according to historical usage services and extracted common topic groups.
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